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SCROOGE AND TWEEN ‘TUDE TRANSFORM THE HOLIDAY WHEN 
FAMILIES PLAY ‘NOT PARENT APPROVED’ CARD GAME 

 

Award-Winning and Amazon “Most Wished For” Game Launches New Expansion 
Pack With 100% of Proceeds Donated to Charity 

  

Los Angeles, CA (October 7, 2019)– The creators of "Not Parent Approved" are offering a solution to prevent 
the family holidays from becoming holi-doze events this year. Gift the award-winning card game, Not Parent 
Approved ($24.99) filled with age-appropriate toilet humor and funny innuendos for adults and watch the fun 
be put back into your dysfunctional holiday gatherings! 
  
“It’s 100% family-friendly despite the name,” reads the glowing review from Hot Diggity Awards. “Two 
mompreneurs designed the card deck to reintroduce a love of tabletop games for a screen-obsessed generation. 
It is certainly attention-grabbing while quick, simple play for every tween, teen and college kid in the 
household.”  
 
This portable game is ideal for holiday vacations, snow days, multi-generation family gatherings and road trips! 
Designed to reintroduce a love of tabletop games for a screen-obsessed generation. Comes with 455 durable, 
premium-printed cards (2" x 3") and rules insert in a custom box. The smaller sized cards are ideal for the 
youngest members of the family.  Find the PG-rated word game exclusively on Amazon at 
https://www.amazon.com/notparentapproved  
 
GIFT THAT GIVES BACK: NEW VIDEO GAME THEME 
EXPANSION PACK  
  
New for the 2019 Holiday season is an expansion pack of cards 
with a Video Game theme. Gamers may have to explain some of 
the lingo in Video Game Expansion Pack (MSRP $7.00) to their 
non-gaming relatives-but that’s half the fun. How would Grandpa 
answer, “Even _____ can be fun in multiplayer” A sample answer 
he might choose could be “Getting busted playing video games 
after midnight.”  
 
Buy the new expansion pack here: https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07XHN7SR4 
 

Create a fit-free transition from screen time to digital detox with this 
new limited-edition Video Game theme expansion pack. The 
expansion pack includes 10 question cards and 20 answer cards for 
$7.00. The expansion pack should be paired with the core game and 
is not meant for stand-alone play.  
 
One hundred percent of the proceeds from the limited-edition 
expansion pack will benefit the global charity Wheels for Humanity 



(www.ucpwheels.org). The organization provides appropriately fitted wheelchairs for children and adults with 
physical disabilities.  Wheels for Humanity increases access to mobility for children, teens, and adults in 
developing countries. When people lacking mobility are empowered by a wheelchair, a world of opportunity 
opens to them, and the world, in turn, benefits from their creativity, voices, and participation. 
 
 
Winner of 11 Toy Awards  
All of the judges, below, rave about this family-togetherness game.  
 
Scholastic Parent & Child Gold Star Toy  
Academics’ Choice Awards Brain Toy  
National Parenting Center Holiday Seal of Approval 
Family Review Center Seal of Approval 
Hot Diggity Award 
PAL Award Winner  
Creative Child Magazine 
Dr. Toy 100 Best Children’s Products  
Mom’s Choice Gold Award 
National Parenting Product Awards  Winner  
Tillywig Toy Awards’ Best Family Fun Award Winner 
 
ABOUT NOT PARENT APPROVED  
Before you disapprove of snot-out-of-your nose laughter, consider Not Parent Approved as a hilarious kid- 
friendly word game of fill-in-the-blanks. This game was created to provide an easy-to- learn and hilarious 
alternative to screen time for children and their families. Makes a brilliant screen zombie antidote that’s 
effortless fun at a kid’s slumber party, Thanksgiving with Grandma or Christmas break travel. Bring back the 
joy of face-to-face engagement and see your kid’s eyeballs again. As seen in The Wall Street Journal, The 
Today Show, Real Simple, Pop Sugar, Newsday, Forbes, Cool Mom Picks and many more. Sold exclusively at 
amazon.com/notparentapproved 


